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Abstract. Poverty has decreased in Indonesia since two decades which align with SDGs’ goal. However, poverty still concentrated in rural area because of low income generating then they tend to find better life in urban areas. Beside, Indonesia try to develop rural community with Village Owned Enterprise (VEs) and Village Funds. This paper aims to examine, to describe then to compare the significant factors that influence about between VEs policy implementation in Indonesia, and Township and Village Enterprise (TVEs) in China since 1970s with country social analysis (CSA) approach. We use desk research by gathering previous studies, popular article which explain this topic. Further, this paper found that there are several distinctions between TVEs in China and EV in Indonesia in implementation. Although this different social structure and economic environment, Indonesia Government can take several lessons to improve VEs policy in order to provide social transformation in rural area.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Urbanization, low income farmer and rural poverty in Indonesia

Indonesia is one of the highest country with urban population growth which reach at 4,1% in 2017. This rate of Indonesia’s urbanization is higher than China and India which have 3,8% and 3,1% [1]. Many people from rural areas are going to urban areas for seeking good quality of life [2][3] with new job outside agriculture, forestry and fishery sector [4].

In facts, the decline of farmer household in Indonesia reach until 5,13 million between 2003 until 2013, this number same as with 513 thousand farmers switching their job each year [4]. Further, the number of farmers withdraw from agriculture, forestry, and fishery is increase become 5,4 million from 2008-2018 as same as average of 600 thousand farmer each year.

This condition is caused by low level income of farmers in rural areas. Average farmers household income based on arable field as primary source (47,74%) just generate 12,4 million rupiah annually (USD $1001,77/year with one dollars same as Rp.12.378,- in 2014) [5]. This farmer low income condition make level poverty still concerned in rural area which reach 12,85%, eventhough it percentage has decreased [6][7].

Previously, from the begining of Jokowi-Jusuf Kala Era in 2015, the approach of equal distribution is a commitment of the Indonesian Government, particularly to end of poverty
which aligned with SDG’s goal no.1 [8]. However, the facts show that, even though poverty rates had decreased, the proportion number of poor people in Indonesian is still larger in villages than cities [9][10][11][12].

Furthermore, Center of Statistical Institute in Indonesia as known as BPS state percentage of poverty and people who vulnerable become poverty tend to be in live rural areas than urban areas. There are around 44.34 million people are categorized poor and vulnerable to become poor in rural area, which composed by 15.54 million poor people [10] and 28.8 million people who vulnerable to become poor in 2018 [9].

So, it is interesting to see how Indonesia Government trying to end or to minimize poverty particularly in rural areas with village funds and village owned enterprise (VEs) as parts of Nawacita Strategy. In next part, we will give a glance of Nawacita Strategy and method include theoretical framework that we used.

1.2 Nawacita strategy: developing Indonesia from the edges

The Nawacita or a national development agenda in Indonesia that start from the President’s vision of the nation’s sovereignty has set an ambitious target of reducing poverty, inequality, and other national development priority. The government commitment in development by more focus from border or outer-ring or rural areas. Decentralization or regional autonomy becomes one of the instruments through village fund in order to alleviate social gap among societies. The regional autonomy policy could be an entrance enhance the distribution and development not only in the big city but also until the smallest unit of government at the village level.

Further, Village Owned Enterprises (VEs) also is a strategic mechanism to create welfare by collecting local potential in social, natural, economic capital from the community itself. VEs becomes program to support regional autonomy by the mission to increase rural economic development as well as other problems in urbanization and poverty. VEs have all aspects of empowerment, including economic, institutional, managerial economic networks development, and the development of economy in downstream sector [12].

Incorporating with Village Fund, VEs could empower community based on the idea that community needs in making change and preventing undesirable things also political will with the ability of village government and community in implementing development plan [13]. In fact, the VEs is also a part of strategies in another country like China. The VEs in China already had similar policy in boosting rural development through Township and Village Owned Enterprise (TVEs) by 1978. Even though, China and Indonesia have different social-economic and environmental condition, communities in both countries lack individual resources to elevate themselves to a decent socioeconomic status and have significant poor population [14].

Thus, comparing between two countries is interesting in order to learn how rural development strategy through implementation of VEs and take a lesson learned to foster development in rural area. This paper is concerned with the strategy to foster rural development through VEs in Indonesia and China by looking at policy and implementation aspects.

2 Methodology

By using qualitative approach [15], this paper is based on secondary data in which author collected by using multiple data sources from government reports, news sources, and published studies and articles. To analyse qualitative data, this paper used several techniques
such as data collection, data reduction, data organizing. This paper focus on VEs policy in Indonesia and China with country social analysis (CSA) [39]. We use this approach specifically on institution and good governance dimension to identify factors of VEs implementation. Then we will compare the factors between Indonesia and China.

The paper proceed as follows, first section focusses on explain and examine the implementation of village funds and the emerging of Village Owned Enterprise (VEs) in Indonesia. On the second section, we will elaborates the strategy on fostering rural development through VEs in China as success story. The success story of China can be a lesson learn to develop VEs in Indonesia. Further, the conclusion also reflects on the differences between the implementation of rural poverty ending program with VEs in China and Indonesia. Then we continued with discussion which we must see the possibility or the requirement to acquire the success story in Indonesia.

3 Result and discussion

3.1 Build Indonesia from the edges

3.1.1 Village fund and village owned enterprise (VEs)

Indonesia government has strong ambition to improve village community welfare based on Law no.6/2014 about Village [16] and to build Indonesia from the edges as one of Nawacita framework with village funds. Village Funds are central government funds which transferred for Villages through the local government such as Regency/City and prioritized for: implementation of development; and village community empowerment.

Unfortunately, village funds which goal to improve quality life of villager are emphasized to build infrastructure like 121,709 km of village road, 1,960 km of briges, 5,220 village market, etc [17]. Further, in general the implementation of Village Funds that went poorly among them highlighted the lack of priority scale planning by both the Government and community institutions in the Village, the weak capacity of Village Government, the absence of public participation in overseeing budget use, the complexity of administrative matters, the lack of village capacity in providing assistance funds for the Village Fund, and poor coordination between related parties [18][19][20][21][22][23].

Beside lack of village funds implementation, there is another factor which make it worse. Indonesian Corruption Watch (ICW) has showed the increasing of corruption cases relate with this program from 17 cases in 2015 become 96 cases in 2017. From total 154 cases, Village Heads are the dominant actor who manipulate village funds especially in political year [24].

Apart from a number of problems and challenges in the implementation of the village fund, we underline a number of things; first, the village fund should balance the implementation of the physical development-components with the community empowerment-components of itself; second, the effectiveness of the implementation of the village fund must give more attention for the readiness conditions of communities and village priority; and third, the implementation of the village fund must emphasize the dimensions of accessibility, participation and freedom in a policy scheme to encourage policies that are truly bottom up and inclusive. Therefore, the existence of Village-Owed Enterprise (VEs) is becoming increasingly significant in its constellation with the implementation of the village fund and efforts to achieve equitable distribution of community welfare.
3.1.1 Implementation of Village Owned Enterprise in Indonesia

Village Owned Enterprise is a development strategy that is based on Law No.32/2004 about Local Government, Law No.6/2014 about Village and Underdeveloped Regions and Transmigration regulation no.4/2015 about Establishment, Management or Dismissal of Village Owned Enterprise (VEs) that state "The village can establish a village-owned business entity in accordance with the needs and potential of the village". Village Owned Enterprises (VEs) or BUMDes (Badan Usaha Milik Desa) are the pillars of the welfare of the nation based on a spirit of brotherhood and mutual cooperation [25]. VEs is founded on a shared commitment of the community and to cooperate together in order to realize economic welfare and prosperity of rural communities. Through VEs, Village could develop various types of business in service, distribution, trading an agricultural product and also small-scale industry/household industry. The VEs is defined by Village regulation and under advanced role of village authorities and open for larger community participation.

Village owned enterprise is projected to be new economic strength in rural development of Indonesia. Before VEs, there are a bunch of programs for boosting the rural development, such as National program for Community Empowerment or PNPM. However, VEs is coming with the new approach to drive a rural economy by establishment economic institution that manage entirely by the rural community and based on village or local potential. Generally, there are several characteristic of VEs in Indonesia, for instance: the VEs is owned and managed together by village government and community, the capital source is from village budget and from villagers as equity (share or stock), strong consideration based on local wisdom, business based on the local potential, using village policy to share the benefits, facilitated by government in all level authority, control mechanism and implementation is based on collective agreement such as village consultative assembly [26].

The VEs play both economic and social function. Thus, the implementation should refer to the regulation that VEs should manage based on based on cooperative, participative, emancipative, transparency, accountable and sustainable [27]. VEs are utilizing local potential in supporting the village economy and the welfare of the community as follows: a. VEs Karangkandri Sejahtera in Cilacap that using Steam Power Plant (PLTU) as a business opportunity, VEs become suppliers of various PLTU needs; b. VEs Tirta Mandiri, which successfully built the swimming pool that originates from the potential of the village's natural water in Klaten [28].

Unfortunately, not all the existing VEs are active and perform based on the role and function ideally. Total VEs in Indonesia reach to 39,149 unit, however in reality approximately around half of that number (±19,574 unit) in torpor condition [29]. Even though central government had given lot of invetation around 60 trillion or same as 800,4 million rupiah for each village [17][30]. This condition creates number of cases related to VEs implementation. There are many complaints about the VEs implementation in Indonesia such as about lack of capabilities or mismanagement of VEs, abuse of authority, fraud, and project based, no room for community participation, etc. For instance, the case in one of VEs in Aceh, there was a problem related to the indication of mismanagement of fund and fictitious organization. In addition, in Lampung there are VEs established since 2018 but until 2019 there were no financial reports [31]. It shows that management of VEs have a lot of issues in case of Insufficiency of internal control system and not transparent [30]. It is because of lacking community knowledge and distrust on the VEs systems [32][33][30]. Further, VEs have not been fully socialized to all villagers in various parts of Indonesia [13].
3.2 Township and village owned enterprise in China

3.2.1 A Glance of township and village enterprise in China

Same as Indonesia, China faced up to unemployment problem specially in rural areas in 1950s. This problem emerged because of rural reform in Maoist Era known as “The Great Leap” campaign which focused on food security and undermined organic network on agricultural processing [34][35]. In the end of 1950s China deploy new policy that focus on “industry by people” named “Communie and Brigades Entrepreneur” (CBEs) as forerunner of “Town Village and Township Enterprises” (TVEs) [35].

As well as we know about VEs/BUMDes in Indonesia, TVEs in China has same and different characteristic with BUMDes. The same side is TVEs is a economic unit which collective owned by people of a village, in contrast TVEs in China can be a business unit which controlled by individual but it use “village goverment business robe” as community business that categorized as “Geti” [36][35].

Beside that little different conception of BUMDes and TVEs, the TVEs has significant role as transformation economic agent and contributor for economic growth for China since 1978 [37][38]. Same as expectation of BUMDes’s role conception in Indonesia, TVEs had proven their role as enhancing rural income, supplying huge employment for rural workforce and decreasing inequality economy between rural and urban area [37][39][38][40][36].

These are several significant role of TVEs in China. TVEs’ production contributed 50% in industrial added value which reach 30% GDP of China in 1995. Total output from TVEs’ increased with average in 21% each year from 1978-1995 and holding added value growth more than 18% in 1996-1997 [40]. In 1999 TVEs’ export touch 48% of total export with annually average growth in 1988-1999 around 28% [9]. In employment aspect, there are 1.4 millions TVE with 30 millions employee in 1980 which developed become 127 millions employee in 2000 (this number same as 18% total workforce or 25% rural workforce in China) [37]. From these evidences of significant role in economic growth from TVEs in China, maybe Indonesia can take several lesson and copy-paste this policy process implementation to get economic growth in future. Because, although any developing countries can copy-paste this policy, they must see the context between China and the country which want to use this model [39].

3.2.2 Communie and brigade enterprise (CBE) as failed top-down policy into township and village enterprise (TVEs) as success story

In earlier time of decentralization wave, central government in China created CBEs in 1950 with hierarchy structure for develop rural industry which resource come from community itself [35]. In the first CBEs had fast development and employed around 18 million people which have product value until six billion yuan. This section firstly focus on agriculture industry to prevent rural people left agriculture sector and pushed industry to serve agriculture [38]. Agriculture industry had role to supply peasant need for agriculture production which five target small industry include “iron and steel, cement, chemical fertilizer, microhydro power plant, and things for farm” [38].

Unfortunately, with top-down policy CBEs not really implemented as it expected by central government to replace heavy industry. In implementation, this industry was not absorb many rural workforce who mainly work as farmer because of particular employment standard [38]. Further even there were several costumer, yet without clearness of market and regulation made many CBEs produced peculiar and unstandardized things [39][38][35]. In hence,
central government shut down many CBEs activity in 1965 to formulate proper policy for developing rural industry [38][35]. The number of CBEs falling drastically from 117 thousands to eleven thousands CBS [35]. Economic reform for rural industry re echoed in end of 1970s by China government, then CBEs transform become TVEs in 1984 to agriculture modernization [39]. TVEs established by village resident and represented by village government which delegate management to TVEs manager with contract [39][37][38][35]. Sometimes several TVE recruiting engineer for technical support and production efficiency [37].

After agriculture modernization, in 1979 central government of China change their policy about rural industry. The new rural industry approach was allowing any TVEs to do their business if it rationally economic value for support agriculture products with standardized products, then many TVEs gradually took this opportunity [37][35]. World Bank estimated TVEs contribution around 25% GDP for China in the middle 1980-1990s. Export value that came from TVEs reach $ 8 billions USD in 1988 and it increased become $ 84,3 billion USD in 1997. Revenue sharing from national export had sourced by TVEs increased from 16,9% in 1988 to 46,2% in 1997 [35].

Behind this success story of TVEs in China, we must see the reality of the implementation. It was not an impact from carefully designed plan or policy. Furthermore, this success story is long learning process from pragmatic nation with their value (include government and their people) who want to improve their condition and learn from mistakes, so they can improve their capabilities to avoid the previous mistakes. There are several studies that examine the success story of TVEs in China that we can learn too as Indonesian who have BUMDes.

3.2.3 The factors to reach success story: good environment for TVEs growth

Good environment is the most basic and the most essential factor for TVEs growth in China. Previous studies are underline this factor in different term, Naughton [37] who identify five factors which make fast growth for TVEs. The five factors from Naughton are: 1) Good basic social-economic condition; 2) Pragmatic policy; 3) Good institutional environment; 4) Revive of old socio-economic network; and 5) Flexibility organization of TVEs. For Naughton (2007) effective reform of rural industry can be implemented by pragmatic government based by strong ambition.

Other perspective identified three theory which explain how TVEs can have fast growth between 1978 until 1999. Contractual agreement between Village Government as village community representation with TVEs manager that result of efficiency production [39][37], further of efficiency production Weitzman and Xu offer theory of income distribution that strengthening social contract between villager and village [39]. Comparable with Naughton [38] who said about good institutional environment and good basic socio-economic condition, the third theory by Field et.al [39] said about “the policy which give TVEs capability to adapt and configure with their external environment”. Identical with good basic condition of socio-economic from Naughton [38] as good environment, further Fu and Balasubramanyam [37] mention about “cooperative culture” which based on social values particularly in confucius value. From this point we can figure it out that several previous studies have sliced up one to each other. So, what really happen in the good environment for TVEs growth?

In China context at that time village government tend to find their source of funds by themselves. Despite limited resource to starting new business in particular for taking loans from government bank, so village government (VG) had become as protector, guarantor for TVEs when taking loans from bank or traditional financial group.
Strating new business must have many risks, so VG recruiting experienced manager from urban area to ensure their TVEs would running well and give them sharing profit as feedback [40]. Moreover VG facilitated TVEs on finance and loan payment system beside encouraging them with incentive, creating accountability and discipline atmosphere, and struggling to product international quality things to become good entrepreneur [39][37][40][35].

Additionally, there was role of SOEs (State Owned Enterprise) for TVEs to support them with cheap resources and subcontracting work which gave benefit to each other enterprise [40]. Further higher government like county until central government promoted TVEs to domestic or international investors [39]. In the end of process, government facilitated TVEs with high integration market bind with international market, this is the reason after TVEs improve their goods quality then they can exporting their goods in the world [40]. There are several example about high integration international market such Datang Township which product and supply around 1/3 soaks in the world, 40% ties producted by Shengzhou Township, and more than 70% buttons producted by Qiatou Township.

If we compare between implementation of Indonesia’s VEs and China’s VEs, we can see different of several factors which give contribution in the table below:

Table.1: Different Factors of TVEs implementation in Indonesia and China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Indonesia</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Regulator and Source of Funds</td>
<td>Regulator and Facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendency of State’s Role</td>
<td>Low with low internal control (VG tend to be manipulator actor in political event)</td>
<td>VG as Guarantor of TVEs financial performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability and Capacity</td>
<td>Lack (distrust people with VG)</td>
<td>Engage (cooperative value to Government from people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of people</td>
<td>Complex administration for liability report</td>
<td>Build accountability, discipline atmosphere to gain international quality product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizes</td>
<td>Poor coordination between related parties</td>
<td>State owned enterprise support VEs with low cost material and promoted by County or Province government</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: processed by authors from previous studies

4 Conclusions

There are several aspects that different context between Indonesia and China. We know China has different ideology from Indonesia. China has socialism with great power of government and cooperative culture in grass root level in their society. Contrast with it, Indonesia has democratic Pancasila with not really influential government and high potential speculative actor in implementation from actor who has political power.

So, top-down policy like village funds and government budget for establish or empower VEs are inevitable easily to be manipulated in Indonesia. In additions with not really influential government for ensuring the quality of implementation for village funds and VEs make worse the condition. From this point, policy like law or local government law further to implement the policy such as establishment VEs just a “gate” not a finish points to end or minimize rural poverty in Indonesia. It will just be a potential conception if we implement it without good governance and good environment as the most essential factor.
China has success through this process and learn by mistake from each stage by used pragmatic paradigm and full fill what the community need for adaptation. Moreover, their people have value to cooperate and adding the value with accountability and discipline to withdraw from poverty. This is the second factor that Indonesia need to learn for rural transformation thought creating people with accountability and discipline value. After government can create people with this standard, then government can apply the standardization for goods and promote it in larger market.

The third factor which Indonesia can learn from China to developing VEs is approach and implementation of “total” or “universe” element support rural villager with their VEs. Experienced worker/expert can be a manager for VEs to ensuring that VEs will be running in good plan. VEs in China get helped from SOEs to get cheap price of source and VEs get sub-contract from SOEs as mutual relationship to increase efficiency and effectiveness. Finally, to ensure this policy, central government must ensure with high internal control system in implementation in village level.
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